A New Kind of Revolution
RutA Gamberg

'Bombard the headquarters!' It was
these words, issued on August 5,
ry66 by Mao Tsetung. Chairman of the
Communist Party of China, that the Cultural Revolution, which up to this point
had been little more than a rumbling in
the background, was placed fully in the
centre of China's political and social life.
Three days later, the Central Committee
of the Chinese Communist Party adopted
guidelines concerning the Cultural Revolution.
One is immediately struck by this
unique way of launching a revolution.
Revolutions have aluays been made by
those who feel that their interests are
being trampled upon b.y tl.re existing government in power and who see no way
of achieving a meaningful voice in matters
directly affecting them short of a major
transformation of their society. Revolutions have always been and still are the
last resort of the disinherited to gain access
to the power they require in order to
right the injustices they judge themselves
to be the victims of. In China this historical precedent was broken with the
proclamations from Mao and the Party's
Central Committee. Never before had
the need for a revolution been articulated

with

leadership positions.

Why would the top levels of the Communist Party and the Government in
China decide that such a revolution was
necessary ? What kind of leadership is it
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that invites the people to bombard its own
headquarters? How can a revolution be
considered successful, as the Chinese consider the Cultural Revolution to be, when
for the most part, the essential features of
the political and economic structures remain the same after the revolution I And
what kind of revolution is a cultural revolution ? The answers to these questions
will provide us with the perspective necessary for an understanding of China today.
The Chinese for their part do not think
that history develops willy-nilly, that anything can happen at any time under any
circumstances, or that any explanation of
events has as much merit as any other.
Basing their judgment largely on their
own historical experience, they-the great
majority of the Chinese people and not
just their leaders-appear to be in fundamental agreement that the vast body of
economic, political, social and historical
analysis known as Marxism-Leninism
provides the tool for a scientific comprehension of the dynamics of societies as
rvell as the guide for action to bring about
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thoroughgoing social change.
Class Strctggle

The oift-quoted opening line of The
Comruwnist Mani-festo remains the lynchpin of Chjnese thought and political
action. The history of all hitherto existing
society is the history of class struggles. To
Marxists this is a fundamental and ac-
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own the means of production-factories,
machines, raw materials, land, etc. However, the coal in a mine is of value only
after miners dig it out and make it available for human use I the value of land is
reahzed only after the farmers plant and
harvest wheat, ,other workers process it,
and it is then made available for human
consurnption. So, on the other side stands
the pro
orking class), those
r.r'ho

by

of prod

labour to the means

ntial for producing
tlre goo
all classes for their
existence.
continued
A class then is defined by its relationship to the ownership
While recognizing that the class structure in any society is always more complex, in its skeletai outline ih.r. .r. t*o

.1xs56s-[s they slavemaster and
slave, lord and serf, or capitalist and
1y61ks1-\ /herein the life patterns of the
one are intrinsically linked to those of the
other. But this linkage is always seen as
an antagonistic one because the interests
of the two stand in direct opposition; the
interests of the one unavoidably clash with
the interests of the other.
To capture the workings of this an-
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tagonistic relationship called class struggle, let us look for a moment at the capitalist system. The description that
follows is an over-simolification when anplied to today's worldi because this is tlie
period of imperialism, a period in which
capitalism is no longer.competitive in the
same way as it was in the nineteenth
century and in which it is no longer confined to national boundaries. The lelationships, therefore. are much more complex.

But the same essential features of class
struggle still hold for present-day Marxists, and in this case, for the Chinese.
It is these essential features that serve
the purpose here of delineating and explaining how the Chinese analyie societies
and change today.
In a capitalist economy there are, on
the one side, the capitalists, those who

and control of the means of production.
In the capitalist class system, the goal
of the capitalist is to maximize profits.
This is achieved by paying the least possible for what he buys and getting the
most possible for what he sells. In other
words, he maximizes his profits by mini-

mizing his elpenses. It is, therefore, in
his best interests to pay the workersthose who give value to his holdingsas little as he possibly can. This is clearly
in direct opposition to the interests of the

continually increase its profits by holding
down what it pays out to the working
class by way of wages and benefits. This
process of profit-making, which Marxists
call exploitation, is independent of the
will of any particular capitalist.
Accordingly, the two classes are in
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interests and, therefore, against the inof the class in opposition.
Since China was never a fully developed capitalist country, the alignment of
forces in the class struggle differed somewhat from the simplified outline just given. A precise Marxist summation of class forces during the period
preceding 1949 rs provided by George
Thomson:
terests

santry, the first demands they had to
agitate for u,ere national independence,
land reform and basic democratic rights.
This is considered the necessary first stage
of a two-stag
Democracy.
croachments

were neutral

At the beginning ol the present ccntury
China was a semi-feudal, semi-colonial country, in which the

masses

ol the peasantry

were exploited by thc leudal landowners and
by a number of colonial potuers, which had
occupied tlte ports, seized conftol ol the
banrt,s, and. established a comrnercial nerwork

for plundcring the country. In this they
tuere supported by the rich merchants,
moneylenders and linanciers cuho constituted
the big bourgeoisie-the comprador or

bureaucratic capitalists. These two

classes,

the leudal landoaners and the comprador
bourgeoisie, lormed the social base lor irn-

perialist oppression

in

China.

Between thes€ tu.)o exploiting classes and
the masses of the people stood the middle, or
national, bourgeoisie. These tuere indusftial
caPitdlists uhose eflorts to build. natiue industries uere lrustrated by lewdalism and imperialism. From that point of uiew they were
inclined to side ruith the peopl€, but at the
same time they were themselues exploiters,
afraid. of the proletariat, and so they tended

to

aacillate.

The only consistently anti-feudal, anti-imperialist classes cuere the Peasantry and the
proletariat. The aast majority ol tlte peasantry toere Poor Peasants, that is, rural proletarians and semi-proletarians. The industrial

proletariat was smal.l, but after the First
World War, and more especially after the
October Reuolutiorc, it gr€ru rapidly in
stren gth and influence.r

The Chinese talk about 'the three big
11su112ins'-feudalism, bureaucratic capitalism, and imperialis
heavily on the workers
againsl which they wage
Given the semi-feudal,
ture of the country at the time and the
presence of a vast, largely landless pea-

next stage-socialist revolution-could
be set.
The national bourgeoisie could be looked to for support of the new democratic
revolution since their interests were also
inhibited by the tremendous power of 'the
three big mountains'. They would have
to oppose the second stage, however, because as capitalists, they had to make
profit, which comes from only one source
exploitation of workers. In the era
-the
of advanced capitalism and imperialism,
then, the proletariat, according to the
Chinese, is the only class capable of the
consistent and tenacious leadership necessary for conducting either the new dem.ocratic or the socialist revolution.
For any country to have true national
independence in the age of imprialism,
the Chinese believe that it is impossible
to stop after the democratic revolution.
Since under-developed countries are kept
under-developed by the imperialist nature
of advanced capitalisrn's relationship with
thern, only a complete rupture with capitalism will unleash the productive forces
of their societies. Without an advance to
socialism, the economic and political
power of imperialism will be able to
maintain its control and keep such countries in continued subjection. Thus the
socialist revolution is seen as absolutely
ess,ential.
George Thomsorj, From Marx

tune, pp. 37-32,

to Mao

Tse-
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The State

gle will be over only when there are no

- Political power, according to Marxist

theory, goes-hand

in hand w"ith

economic

e class

ent of

ff.T:

that no ruling class in history has ever
grven up power voluntarily.

more classes, but that there still are
in China as well as outside, and
that, therefore, there is still class struggle
classes

in all countries including their own. What
they say has changed, however, is that a
new class, the proletariat, is in power.
This they see not as a mere substitution
but as a qualitative change that makes a
basic diflerence in the lives of all the people in all classes. It must be remembEred
that Marxist analysis contends that in
order for any clasi which is in power to
remain there, it has no cltoice but to suppress the interests of the opposing clais
or classes. This suppression, -1or Marxists,

a dictatorship.
This should not be ionfused with the

constitutes

Western connotations of the word dictatorship. We are accustomed to applying the
term ,only to those situations where the
suppression of those not in power is conducted by those who are through the

most extreme and blatant methods, as,
for example, in the military regimes in
Latin America and other overtly fascist
regimes like the one in Spai,n. For Marxists, on the other hand, the terrn dictatorship does not refer to the seuerity of the

rule is threatened. Their political oower.
then, ultimately resides in the bariels o[
the guns at their command.
Mao's statement further means that in

methods employed by a ruling class.
It refers instead to the fact of class ppwer
uhich has no choice than to supp'ress
other classes-at one time perhaps gendy,
at another violently; at onE time covert\,
at another time ( vertly-but which,
regardless of the intensity or mea,ns of
suppressron at any particular moment, remains suppression nonetheless.

The Dictatorship of the Proletariat

The Chinese do not view their liberation as the fina,l or ultimate event in the
class struggle. They say that class srrlrg-

In China before 1949, there was, say
the Chinese, a dictatorship of the twb
classes, the feudal landlordi and the comprador bourgeoisie which, in alliance with
foreign capitalists, shared power. Today
there is a dictatorshio of the oroletariai.
The earlier dictatorsliip of the' landlords
and bourgeoisie suppre-ssed the great_ majority so as to serve the interests of the

two very
small allied and privileged
'The

present dictatorsh'ip of "th.
proletariat does just the oppositi. That
classes.
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is one major difierence, a difierence which

at first glance may appear to be merely
quantitative. But even in terms of the
sleer numbers involved, it is bound to
have profound qualitative ramifications.
A iecond difierence lies in the owner-

is defined as a necessary transitional stage
toward
communism; it is perceived as a process.
It is this process and the ideological and
economic development efiectuating it that
the Chinese are referring to when they
talk, as they often do, about 'socialist revolution and socialist construction.'

in the long historical development

T'he Role

future time all people will have the same
economic and hence social-political interests. At that time, but not before, class
struggle will end, because if there is only
one class, there are, in effect, no classes.
The final victory of the dictatorship of
the proletariat, then, is classlessness, or in
other words, communism. Once communism is achieved, they maintain, there
will be no further need for any repressive

wither away.
Thus, consistent with the Marxist view,
the Chinese see their country as a socialist
state. This state is a dictatorship of the
proletariat under the leadership of the
Communist Party. While the eventual
goal is to do away with the sfz1s-21d
therefore also all dictatorships including
that of the proletariat and all parties including the Communist Party-socialism

of the Communist Party

From the vantage point of the West,
however, it often appears that it is Mao,
not the proletariat, who is in power. But
the prevailing view in China is very different. To the Chinese, Mao is the man
most responsible for interpreting Marxist
theory and past prac:ice relative to conditions in their country. Using Marxist
the
analysis, he took the
.lead as early.as
r92os in setting guidelines for making a
socialist revoLution in China, and has uninterruptedly continued to do so up to
the present, the guidelines now indicating
the direction for continuing socialist construction. The people of China fully believe that they owe their liberation to the
clarity with which these guidelines were
formulated and the meticulousness with
which they were applied.
Mao is not seen as a solitary figure, but
rather as a leader of the Communist Party.
The role of the Party is that of the vanguard of the proletariat. Ideologically,
Party members are expected to be highly
conscious of social, economic and political
matters and to apply that consciousness
to furthering proletarian interests; personally, they are expected to be exemplary
in their attitudes and behaviours. Leadership geared to the furthering of selfinterests rather than the interests of the
rnasses is not to be countenanced.
At no time and in no circumstances should
a Communist place his Personal interests

first; he should subordinate them to the interests of the nation and of the tnasses.

2 V. L Lenin, 'The

State and Revoltttion,'

Collecled Works, Yol. 25,

p.

466.
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sellishness, slac\ing, corruptiotr,

seefting the limelight, and so on, dre most
contemptible, while selflessness, tuor\ing
uitlt all one's energy, wltole-hearted deuotion

to public duty, and quiet hard wor\ uill
command respect,3

As a vanguard, the Party is expected to
lead the proletariat in all struggles. Mao
has stressed repeatedly that the Party must
be at the forefront of the masses yet always integrated rnith them.
There are two dangers Mao cautions
Party members against-commandism
and taiiism. Commandism is the tendency for leadership to separate itself frorn
the people and thus either to look down
upon them or to over-estimate their consciousness of their condition at any particular time. These mistakes result in the
arrogant issuing of commands which do
not conform to the realities of people's
needs. The opposite danger for Communist Party members, tailism. is the
tendency to fear the taking of initiative
and bold action, and therefore to fail to
lead the masses, but instead 'to trail behind thern, gesticulating and criticizing.'
The proper relationship of the leaders
to the led is referred to in China as 'the
mass line' which rests on the principlc
'from the masses, to the masses.'

In oll

tlt.e practical worft of our
correct leadership is necessarily

of the view prevalent in the West (though
not exclusively in the West) that it is individual leaders who make history. Good
leadership is seen as a necessary but by
itself insufficient component of social
change. The Chinese hold the conviction
that all real social transformation can
come about only through the eflorts of
the masses. Reiterating the position
earlier propounded by Lenin, Mao has asserted that 'The people, and the people
alone, are the motive force in the making
of world history.'5
Tlte Class Struggle in ldeology

it

if in China
peasants are numerically so preponderant. why must they
exercise a dictatorship of any kind t
Won't the smali classes of landowners
But,

may be obiected,

the workers and

and capitalists simply by force of the
of the' proletariat (who after all
are non-exclusive in that they want to
eventually include everyone in their ranks)
and by the sheer passaqe 6f dms-\ /6n'1
they die a natural death I To this Marxists \ilould answer that socialism presents a society 'not as it has deueloped on
its own foundations, but, on the conffaty, as it emerges from capitalist soexample

eco-

Party, all

'from

still
old

the

to the rt.asses', This means: tafte
the ideas of the masses (scattered and unmAsses,

systematic ideas) and
(through study turn them into concentrated
and systematic ideai)', then go to the masses
and propagate and explairz tlrese ideas until
the masses embrace thern as their oun, hold
fast to them and. translate them. into action,
and test the correctness ol these ideas in
such action. Then once aga;n concerrtrate
concentrdte them

ideas

lrom the masses and once again

es.'6

(emphasis

In China, the economic base, or infrastructure, has seen a quite rapid transformation. It has been almost completely
transferred out of the hands of the former ruling classes. That is, the means of
Mao Tsetung, 'The Role of the Chinese
Communist Party in the National War,'
Sclected Works, Yd.. II, p. 198.
Mao Tsetung, 'Some Questions Concerning

go

to the masses so thdt the ideas d.re Perseaered in and carried through. And so on, ouer
and ouer again in an endless spiral, with the
ideas becoming nxore correct. more aital and
richer each time.4

Underlyinu the mass linc is thc rejection

in original)

Methods of Leadership', Selected Works, Yol.

III, p.
5

6

119.

Mao Tsetung, 'On Coalition Government',
Selected Works, Yol. IlI, p. 257.
Karl Marx, Critique of the Gotlru Programme
(International),

p.

8.
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production are no longer privately owned. All rnajor enterprises are ownod either
by the state or communaily. Communal
ownership, as typified by the large and

throughout

the

nership by those

dayto-day ope:
mmune, owned
in common by its members, often numbers
several tens of thousands. A higher form of
ownership is ownership by the state. This
is considerod more advanced because the
are in the hands of
as a class and not
proletariat as in the
nership. But both of
forms
are
seen
as
advancements over
these
ownership
arrangements
because
prior
owned
by
the means of production are
the
those who work them rather than by
former exploiting classes. This therefore
constitutes a maior stride in the direction
of the total public ownership of all the
means of production which will characterize the future classless society.
The initial success of a socialist revolution means then that economic and po-

Although they no longer havc control
over the repressive state apparatus. their

will be even

struggle to regain power

more energetic than was their earlier
struggle to maintain it. They will use any
and all possible means at their disposal
because as a class it is a life or death
struggle. If their class power dies once
and for all, so dies theii privileged positions. So seizin.g power is not enough
according to the Chinese: it must be consolidated and held securely as well. The
consolidation of a socialist system cannot
simply involve a proletariat resting on
the achievements of its newly established
power; it cannot mean that the class
struggle is over. Rather, say the Chinese, socialism can only be sustained by
a newer and more conscio,us struggle
against older exploiting ideologies, and
in the process, the hitherto uncharted
course of the society of the future will
become clparer and more solidified.

The Chinese maintain that the transformation of ideas cannot be achieved
quickly.

It will tafte a lairly long period ol time to

decide the issue in the ideological struggle
between socialism and capitalism in our country, The reason is that t/te inlluence ol the
bourgeoisie and of the intellectuals uho come

lrom the old society uill remain in our
country lor a long time to come, and so
will their class ideology, Il this is not sufliciently understood, or is not understoad

on the other hand, take much longer to
transform. While this is especially true
of the overthrown classes, it is also, aithough to a lesser ext

at all, the grdaest mistaftes

letariat itself. Mao has
ist view that no one is

'In class
ber of a

thinki
ed with

of

uill

be made and

the necessity of uaging the struggle in the
lives as a memend everY kind

Ption, is stamPiass.'7 Since all

ideological field

will

be ignored.s

Moreovei, the economic conditions of
socialist society in transition also generate inequalities which become breeding

a

for the reinforcement of bourideology. Such inequaljties are r.rnavoidable because socialism must still pay
grounds

geo,is

or

automatically.
Marxists have repeatedly asserted that
the classes which h'ave be6n unseated do
not take kindly to the new state of affairs.

7
8

Mao Tsetung, 'On Practice', Selected Works,

Vol I, p.

296.

Mao Tietung, 'On the Correct Handling of
Contradictions Among the People', Selected
Readings from the Works

p,

464.

of Mao

Tsetung,
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wages partly in terms of labour performed rather than in terms of need alone (as

will

occur under communism). Thus,

that it was neces'to
sary
transform the superstructure and
criiicize bourgeois ideology.' No political
answer when he said

or economic revolution can be secure with-

i
ohasis

ion which
should bc
conducted in a reasoned and careful man-

words, there had been no Cultural Revolution-the dictatorship of the proletariat would have been eroded to the point
where eventually a privileged class would

ner.

have emerged'victorious.

es an em-

This

"hnuld

erroneous idea.s, all poisonous aeeds, all
ghosts and maflsl€rs, must be subiected to
criticism; in no circumstance hould they

All

-e

be alloued.

to pread unchecfted, Hous

euer, the criticism should be

fully reasoned.
analytical and conuincing, and fiot rough,
bureaucratic, metapltysical or dogmatic,e

Reuisionism

The return of a privileged class to
power is prccisely the basis of China's rejection of the direction of development
in the Soviet Union which the Chinese

Tlte Cultural Reuolution in Theory

of this type and in these
forms has been going on in China since
Class strug{le

the
91e

ly,
1n

early r94os. The Cultural Revolution
muit be seen as the continuation of that
same class struqgle. So with these few
basic Marxist theories of the nature of
class struggle in mind, we can now re!
turn to the guestions raised earlier about
the Cultural Revolution.
First, what kind of a revolution is a
cultural revolutionl A professor at Peking University provided part of the

proletariat, the means of production may
be nominally in the hands of the working class, but the new ruling class in
practice controls economic power as well.

9

Mao Tsetung, 'Speech at the Chinese Com-

munist Party's National Conference on Propaganda Work', Selected Readings,

p.

495.
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This new 6iite has also succeeded in oropagating an ideology designed to coirsoIidate its power. Therefore. the Chinese

toration of capitaiism.
It became clear to Mao and others that
this same process was developing and
gaining a firm foothold in China. The
depcsed exploiting classes of the recent
past were winning ground in the class
struggle. This was possible beca,use their
methods were subtle and covert. Since
for the vast majority of the Chinese peoplc socialism has meint an incalculable'improvement in their standard of living and
a political voice for the first time in-their

ing

classes could

n war on the diciat. As one stu-

The specific components of what comprises proletarian ideology in China as opor bourgeois ideology
as they aflect all con-

ituronil life. For the
moment, however, the statement of a
young peasant from Sian should suffice.
'We see the bourgeois way of life as teaching people to alu,ays drink only of themselves, not of others. Every day in China
we encourage each other to serve the
people. to do more for society. to build
our country and to do more for the whole
of mankind. When someone meets with
difficulties, w'e will try our best to help
him overcome them,. to do better. There
is a saying in China: "To do more for the
people

is happiness."'

It is this way of thinking which the

Chinese call proletarian ideology. And
was only by deepening such basic ideas
as serving the people in the minds and
actions of hundreds of millions that re-

it

visionist ideology could be e ffectively
undermined. Nothing short cf a revolution was the strategy selected to accomplish this gigantic task. Everyone in China
was mobilized for this rnassive campaign
of Jearning through the direct experience
of class struggle and changing themselves
and others accordingly.
W

ltat tlte Chinese
Because

said

of the interpretations

advanced

by 'China-watchers' of the day, the mere
mention of the Culturai Revolution still
conlures up the most vivid impressions
of horror and disgust in the West. But
diuiduals, but rather which class worid
hold power. This meant that proletarian
ideology had to develop to the level where
the workers
'd see more
clearlv and
what their
own best in
and not be
taken n by
claimed to
serve their interests but which, the Chinese say, was doing just the opposite.

perhaps the demon and monster image can
best be exorcised by listening to what the
Chinese say about the Cultural Revolutron.

From their

statemcnts

it

becomcs

evident that a sharp ciistinction rvas drawn
by Mao and his follorvers between those

leading the revisionist forces and those
being led, or, as the Chinese perceive it

misled by them. Great em-being
phas:s was put on distinguishing between
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friends and enemies. Point 5 of the sixteen-point programme of the Cultural
Revolution states:

uolutionary cadres lorm the nta.in force in
the grcat Cultural Reuolution. t2

Werc they to apply 'Mao-think'?
In the Great Proletarian Cultural Reuolution, the only method is lor the md.sses to
liberate themselues, and any method of doing things in their stead must not be used.
Trust the masses, rely on them and respect
their initiative .
Let the mdsses educate
themselues in this great reuolutionary mouernent and learn to distinguish bettueen right
and wrong and betueen correct and incorrect ways of doing things. Mafte the
lullest ils€ ol big-cltaracter posters* and

The main tdrget of the present mouement
is tl'tose within the Parry who are in authority and are taking the capitalisr road. The
-rtrictest care should be taften to distinguish
bettueen the anti-Party, anti-socialist Rightists and whose uho support the Party and
socialism but haue said or done something
urong.
The strictest care should be
taften to di-e tinguish betaeen the reactionary bourgeois scholar de-epots and'authorities'
on the one hand and people ruho haue ordin-

ary bourgeois academic ideas on

the

qreat debates to argue matters out. so that tlte
tnasses ctux clarily tlte cotect uietus, criticize the wrong uierus , . ,t3 (entqhasis add-

other.to (emphasis added)

This makes clear, contrary to reports at
the time, that the Cultural Revolutlon was

not launched against anyone and evervone. Therc waino rand6mness about ii:
the enemies r,vere clearly defined. And the
Ieaders of the cnemy forces held very high

positions in the Party and Governme"nt
rvhich explains why Mao issued the call
to 'Bombard the Hcadquarters !' 'Bombard', of course. is figurative. What
Mao was telling the proletariat was that
only by searching the highest levels would
they find the leaders oT the counter-re-

,d)

Were these big-character posters and
a clever ruse designed to
give only the appearance of democratic
participation wh:le in reality serving the
purposc of forcing blind conformity as
tl.re media in the West indicated ?
debates simply

It is normal for the tnasses tro hold different uiews. Contention betueen dillerent
uiews is unauoidable, necessary and beneficial.

In the course ol normal and full

debate,

the masses tuill allirm what is right, correct
uhat is urong and gradually reach unani-

miy,
The method to be used in debates is to
present the facts, rcason things out, and per-

enemies'.

suade through reasoning. Any method of
forcing a minority holding differenr views

Once found, however, did the leaders
of. the revohrtionary camp urge indiscrirnlnate vlolence I
T he

anti-Party

,

to submit is impermissible . The minority should be protected, because sometimes
the truth is with the minority. Euen if the
minority is urong, they should still be al-

anti.-socialist Rightists must

lully exposed, refuted, ouerthroun and
completely discredite d and rheir infuence
eliminated. At the same time they should be
given a chance to tur,n ovcr a new leaf.ll
be

(enphasis added)

Were 'mobs'

he

1l
t2
13

of

'tce

n-age.

slogan-

clrunk' shock troops designa6d to #age
this revolutionl
masses of the ruor\ers , pcasalrts ,
soldiers, reuolutionary intellectuals and reT

10

'Decision

Ibid,, p.
Ibid., p.

of thc Central Committee', pp.

5-6.

B.

2.

Ibid., pp.

4-5.

A

big-character poster is a sign or essay that
an)rone can write and hang up in public
places, usually on walls on the streets. It

a channel for the expression of
opinion and was widely used during the Cul-

provides

tural Revolution. It has since been confirmed
as one of the four democratic forms, which
also include freely airing one's views, making
criticisrn and launching mass debates.
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It is simp,ly a matter of strategy. No

lowed to argue thcir case and reserue theit
u|c r0s.

When there is a debate,' it should be conclucted by reasoning, not by coercion or
forcc.

In the course of debate, euery reuolutionury should Le good at thinfting things out
tor himseff and should deuelop the comntunist spirit ol daring to thinft, daring to
speak dnd daring to act.r4 (emphasis added)

army coul,d be successful if each soldier
on the battlefield made a decision by himself as to who was the enemy, how to
best wage the battle, and then went his
own way with his own private tactical
plan. In the same sense. say the Chi-

in China
which the Cultural Revolution is

nese. the ongoing class struggle

-of

Unity as dn obiectiae

The Chinese are aiming for unity of
thought and action on those central issues
that will define the direction in which

they move-socialism or

capitalism.
Through Time magazine and the like we
have been given the definite impression

that China is a country where 'thought
control' reigns supreme, where no one
makes a move without Mao's say so. As
thc abovc quotations make abundantly
clcar. however, the people are expected
to rely on themselves, use their initiative,
and through fuli debate gradually reach
agreement among themselves on the
questions of basic irnp'ortance. The last
passage quoted from the Central Committee's Decision continues: 'On the oremise that they have the same genci'al

orientation, revolutionary comrades
should, for the sake of strengthening
unity, avoid endless

d.ebate

over side is-

sues.'15

pressive of the proletariat's interests.
Only by agreement among the proletariat
as to what their essential interests are and
how to best pursue them can the proletariat successfully combat the efforts of the
exploiting classes and build a society to
serve their own interests.

in this analogy between war
as we generally define it and the class
struggle as waged in China during the
Cultural Revolution. First, ,the battles in
the Cultura,l Revolution did not aim at
the physical elimination of the enemy.
Second. whilc there were people who rose
all levels and in
, their leadership
orders for underof the extent o[
understanding or agreement. Unity was
to be reached through discussion.
drfierences

Tlte Culturat Reuolution in P/actice
It may be acknowledged that these
the guidelines, but the further question arises-how was the Cultural Revolution condtcted in practice? A11 indications I received were that the guidelines
did in fact constitute the characteristic
features of the Cultural Revolution. In
response to questions about the extent of
violence, a young factory worker from
Shanghai, who is presently studying English jn Canada and rvho actively participated in the Cultural Revolution as a Red
Guard, stressed that 'it was a revolution
by uords, nat
by
r,vere

by
ver
try
14

t5

volution was a
hout the counople took part.
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We went to diflerent parts of the country, many cities and communes. Through
these visits we learned much about ihe

duped by the reg violence against
ut that they soon
unite

d with

tl-re

revolutionary forces.

must be a debate. This is unavoidable.
'Chairman Mao once said to the Red
Guar'ds, "You must be concerned about
thc country's affairs. You must fisht
selfishness ind criticize revisionism." TLis
is what inspired us and this is what we
did in the Cultural Revolution. I never
saw any violence, but I did hear that there
was some. Most people tried to heed
Chairman Mao's words. There were a

institutions the full interview on the sub-

'What happened at Peking University
during the Cultural Revolutionl'
Liu
1e at

'f,I
everyone was very busy. they thought that

*ouid be a gooi time to 'causc 'trouble.

torted images of China inherited from the

super
logy.
schoo
were

is ideoty,
our
-They
broad-

on radio. Nearlv all the students and
teachers were active in exposine the revisionist line. The old administiation and
Party Committee (of the University)
couldn't play the same role. In its place
we set up a new organization, a Cultural
Revolutionary Committee elected by the
cast

It included students. teachers and
workers at the University. In the earlv
stases o[ this Committee'it le<] the revolution
It organized Red Guards
to go
throughout the country.
But b
in power still had capitalist
could not as Chairmi,n
Mao says, "divide themselves into two."
So they couldn't absorb the criticism of
the masses.
'Many factions developed which then
masses.*

ism,

discussion, debate-these were the
in the arsenal of the revolutionary camp. In discussing this question, the
Chinese consistently assert that those who
followed Mao's line carried out the slosan
'IJse persuasion, not violence,' and that
ed by
weapons

;:;;:

This
view maintains that some good revolution-

coalesced

*

into

two. The leaders of these

The term 'masses'

in

China can refer

to

the

people of a particular unit, in this case Peking
University. Or it can refer to all the ordinary

working people. The latter is sometimes expressed by the term 'broad masses'.

Ruth Gamberg
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two factions gradually became divorced
from the ma'sses. The orientation, however, was really the same for both. Each
faction thought

tionary
called e
didn't s
'Did

of

themselves as revolu-

reactionary. They
mintang". They
urgeois ideas.'

own mistakes, and they became friends
again.'

The Class Struggle Continues
Transflormation constitutes

the

pre-

violence ?'

first the attacks were only oral. Later
they became physical. The reason for the
fighting was that the bad elements convinced the students that that was the only
rvay to be a true revolutionary. They
said, "Get ready to fight because they will

fi.qht you."
'How widespread was the fighting?'
'Those who participated in the fighting

were very few in number. Most disagreed with this method and urged for
discussion. Out of approximately ro,ooo
students, 2,ooo teachers and several thousand workers, only one to two hundred
took part in any fighting, about one per
cent. '

'How was it resolved?'
'After Chairman Mao issued the call
for the working class to give leadership

to everything, the workers' teams entered
the University. They did much to solve
these questions. Through patient discussion and persuasion they made it clear that
the two factions had the same orientation.
Both of them were basically revolutionary,
but both of them were making the sa,me
errors. Therefore, they must each criticize
themselues first. Under the infnence of
the workers, the students did self-cri,ticisms
and retu,rned to class. They 'made revolution in their classes.' Very good friends
rvho had been treating each other as
enemies now started to recognize their

the iives of the people. The years since
are a time of ionsolidation-discussing
and digesting the lessons of that periodand, no less important, of transform+

tion-implementing new forms aPPropriate to the new consciousness. Consolidation and transformation have so far

resulted in many changes in China. In
the years to come *. .in look for further
changes resulting from this Cultural Revolution.
Nor does the Cultural Revolution mark
The
the end of

cess.
ha
has
class
and
been with
will not end until there is an end to

Chinese

The

classes tuorldwide. They caution each
other that the Cultural Revolution must

in the ongoing

class struggle.

with the analysis of I-enin.
the Chinesc hold that in the age of
Consistent

tinue its efforts to make and maintain
inroads rnto all countries as long as it
exists as a class, Thus no revolution is

A NEw KtNo op Rnvor,urroN
secure until all exploiting ciasses everywherc have been eliminated.
This analysis has led many outsiders
to claim that China is expansionist and
'exports revolution'. The Chinese, to the
contrary, claim that real revolution can
only be made by the people concerned, that
no one else can do it for ,them. A visitor
to China who spoke to a number of officiais on this point reports their position:
'We have always believed . . . that revolution cannot be exported. The people of

meticulously applied its Five Principles of
Co-existence with other countries since
they were first put forth in 1955: rnutual
respect for each other's territorial integrity
an,d sovereignty; mutual non-aggression;
mutual non-interference in each other's
internal affairs; equality and mutual
benefit; and peaceful coexistence.
Internally, the long-range view of class

struggle iooks ahead to more cultural revolutions on the horizon.
The Present great cultural reuolution is only

lirst; there ruill ineuitably be many more
in the luturc .
. .ly'o one in the Party or
among the people in our country should.
thinft that eaerything will be all right after
one or truo great cultural reuolutions, or
the

4r
feated. The revisionist forces were wag-

blem as capable of solution

merely

including the whole people.
Revisionism emanated from and was
directed by those holding high positions in
the Government and Party who were
therefore in positions to wieid considerable
infuence. The Cultural Revolution simi-

three or lour.rT

We are now in a position to summarize
answers to the initial questions posed
about the Cultural Revolution. Mao and
his followers recognized that old ideas do
not die easily. They decided to launch
the Cuitural Revolution when they saw
the tremendous infuence of revisionist
ideology that was growing in all quarters.
If the ideology of the people were to continue to develop along this road, the economic control of the proletariat over the
means of production and therefore their
political power, their dictatorship, would
likely be undermined and eventually de-

solely an the criticism and rep'udiation of
officials and leaders in lesser positions. Because revisionist leaders existed at all
levels, this was seen as a necessary part

of the process. but by itself not sufficient.
The leiders of the counter-revolution had
to be recognized for u,hat they were and
rooted
16

1,7

out. This is why Mao directed the

Jack Smith, Unite the Many, Deleat the Few:
China's Revolurionary Line in Foreign Affairs.
(A Guardian Pamphlet), P. 34,
Circular of the Central Committee, p. 46.

/'t

Ruth Gamberg

masses to bombard the headquarters.

The

successful defeat of the leading
advocates of revisionism marks the succesi

of the Cuitural Revolution.

Through

the earlier successes in t-he
transformation of political and economic
structures have been made more secure,
though by no means safe for al1 times,
as the Chinese themselves recognize. Revolutions had already been won in these
spheres. The danger was not there, as
this

success,

as such, but rather
those institutions that most completely,
directly and immediately shape ideaseconomic structures

education, literature, art, the popuiar
media, etc. Making the superstructure
the focal point of intEnse clasi strugglein other words, having a cultur,al i&olution represents an entirely new development in the theory and practice of socialist revolution.
This historically unprecedented and perheps first of ,nJrry such revolutions' in
China is called the Great Proletarian Cul-

tural Revolution. It is considered great
because of the breadth of people it encompasses and the depth of ideas and

practices it challenges; considered proletarian because that is the class which leads
the struggle and in whose interests it is
waged; considered cultural because culture in the broadest sense of the superstructure is the arena of the struggle;
and considered reuolutioz because it is a
thoroughgoing attack on and overtlrow
of the ideologicai powel of a potentially
exploiting class.

